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For twenty years I’ve been employed by the federal government with the Correctional Service of Canada. During this time it’s come to my attention that the Canadian standard of morality not only tolerates corruption it’s encouraged for job promotion and political appointment. Most of us have been conditioned to tolerate much of this corruption ignoring criminal activity challenging our moral convictions when we’ve become too afraid to speak out. Retaliation is usually swift towards those who attempt to expose corruption in Canada when every area of government has been compromised by criminal influence. It took thirteen years for the Liberal government to fall despite escalating corruption until reaching a level the public was no longer willing to accept. Political patronage guaranteed that the Masonic corporate, judicial and political elite became entrenched throughout Canada resisting any challenge to organized corruption. When a billion dollars disappeared the Liberals had become arrogant in simply shrugging off accountability. After it was discovered that public officials would take coast guard vessels out of service to host wine and cheese parties we saw Liberal arrogance impacting public safety. It took the sponsorship scandal to finally topple the Liberal government giving the Conservatives a minority leadership elected by those seeking relief from corruption. However, this will be no easy task if all of our Canadian MP’s are more concerned with political careers than taking a stand for justice. If the Conservative government refuses to expose corruption it will be unable to claim any moral high ground regarding its ethical standards. In fact, if the Conservatives refuse to respond to organized political corruption having come to power promising to eradicate Liberal patronage and corruption their morality will be even more questionable. At least the Liberals made no pretense regarding corruption in their affairs.

The mechanisms of organized corruption in Canada provides insight in how corruption operates and flourishes in each nation tolerating organized crime. I will use a community model to illustrate the social mechanisms influencing provincial, state and federal levels of government. In 1983 I became a Mason in the small community I had been raised in. This gave me a perspective of community dynamics involving the local families, business people and politics that made up our community. One of my biggest surprises in the lodge was to see our local business people, police, mayor and municipal judges who were Masons. I was proud to be a member of this organization involving the pillars of our community. My initial impression was that professional and successful people joined Freemasonry. It didn’t occur to me that these people had become successful through a system providing mutual benefit to each other. It didn’t occur to me that these people had access to the private affairs of every member of our community. The power this gives to Masons and how this power effects each of us at national levels is expanded upon in our article Freemasonry: Influence Peddler’s of the World. With this power operating in municipal affairs we can see organized corruption beginning at the community level with those we know and live with.

While we need to recognize that most Masons are decent people who joined for the social and charitable aspects of the lodge we also need to recognize the deception Masonic authorities perpetuate to attract good people for public perception. As a
criminal organization existing in society it has to gain social acceptability with a community status. This means that it must be seen as having pro social values that are an asset to the community. Charity to children provides the means of achieving this goal. Helping the deaf, the blind and building children’s hospital makes the Masonic lodge appear to be nothing more than a charitable organization. Few people realize the vast revenue derived from donations and government sponsorship is diverted to the pockets of the Masonic corporate and political elite. IRS studies in the USA found that as little as 2% of money donated to Masonic charity went to benefit the children. Further IRS figures exposing the reality of Masonic charity can be viewed in our free print ready manual Freemasonry On Trial in Part 2 pages 30 - 31. Most lower degree Masons are appalled to hear these things though few are willing to accept the evidence being proud of the organization they serve just as I once was. These same Masons who do the charity and fund raising giving Freemasonry a charitable facade argue that the charitable status is evidence it’s a good organization. In a similar fashion for the same reasons we see the Hells Angels doing a teddy bear run each year at Christmas. Does this make the Hells Angels a good organization? And does a charitable facade make Freemasonry a good organization? Freemasonry is nothing more than a subversive criminal organization corrupting every area of society with far greater crime cost than the Hells Angels could ever achieve with all of their criminal activities and extortion methods.

When we think of the Hells Angels we know we’re referring to a criminal element involved in prostitution, drug trafficking and extortion. Many of us are amazed that this organization can be allowed to exist in society able to divert monetary proceeds from crime into business assets with corporate status. I’ve often wondered how many of the Hells Angels business elite are Masons protected by the Masonic corporate and political elite of Canada. As both of these organizations are subversive criminal elements the similarities haven’t gone unnoticed. We know that the Mafia in Italy is an extension of Italian Freemasonry. We know that the Ku Klux Klan in America is an extension of American Freemasonry. It’s therefore reasonable to suspect the Hells Angels as being nothing more than an extension of North American Freemasonry. If not an extension, certainly complimentary in criminal orientation. In our article First Lodge Night we examine the identity of the god of Freemasonry revealed in the higher degrees and we have to really ask ourselves if these things related to the Hells Angels are only coincidental. Whatever the case, knowing who the god of Freemasonry is explains the mutual criminality. For those who may be unfamiliar with the Hebrew Scriptures, often called the Bible, Lucifer known as the god of Freemasonry in the upper degrees was referred to as an angel of light in Scripture. When Masons say they are seeking “more light” with each ascending degree they are in fact seeking the light offered by Lucifer. However, after Lucifer was cast out of God’s presence for his rebellion he was henceforth called Satan in Scripture. Throughout the Bible God identifies Satan as being a liar and a thief who comes to steal, kill and destroy. With this information we can understand the criminal nature of Freemasonry and the correlations with the various satanically inspired organizations whether affiliated or complimentary to each other. To expand further on this Satanic Implications of Freemasonry is one of the more recent articles found in our Articles Page.

When I was a Mason one of our local lodge members from the business community was also a Member of the Legislative Assembly for the province of British Columbia. This is the political channel through which Masons in their local community lodges are
guaranteed access to provincial and state levels of information. When lodge members need information from provincial or state records they have these resources available to them through the political structure of the lodge. Whatever influence towards others, punitive or otherwise, the Masonic structure exists as a highly organized criminal element able to reach out to anyone from the community level upwards. If you understand the organizational structure of Freemasonry you’ll be able to recognize how it parallels the political structure in our various nations. Every community lodge in a province or a state is governed by the Grand Lodge of that province or state. This lodge has provincial or state jurisdiction. Every Grand Lodge of a province or state is governed by the Grand Lodge of Canada, America or any nation we might choose to examine. This provides the federal jurisdiction. In this manner our political and judicial authorities submit to a corresponding level of authority in the Masonic hierarchy whether provincial, state or federal. Through this system the Masonically affiliated Prime Minister or President takes direction from their respective Grand Lodge governmental bodies. This is how corruption is systematically organized from a community base to the highest levels of federal authority. Try to imagine the power this system gives to every Mason engaged in criminal activity knowing they’re immune from prosecution. Try to imagine how easily any member of society can be victimized when there are no laws in Canada or America to protect its people. When Masonic authorities know that every MP in Canada is either criminally affiliated or too afraid to defend justice organized crime has no boundaries. In relation to this, if our Conservative government refuses to challenge corruption in Canada according to its campaign mandate it signals itself complicit with organized crime. It conveys a message to the world that Canada is a corrupt nation with no intention of challenging organized crime even from within its political structure. You might be able to do business with criminals but you won’t be able to trust or respect them. The Conservative government will need to demonstrate its rejection of corruption to earn trust and respect in global affairs.

In addition to its political structure involving provincial, state and federal levels of authority the Masonic Lodge dictates its authority throughout the civil services including our police and military. It does this with great efficiency by creating lodge charters dedicated to civil servants, police and military personnel. Special lodge charters are dedicated to command personnel where they’re brought from across the nation to network sharing sensitive information focused on extending Masonic control throughout Canada, America or any other nation corrupted by the secret societies. It’s a system that not only incorporates political and judicial authority it’s backed up by the police and military powers as seen in the South American Masonic dictatorships. Political leaders throughout every level of authority in Canada and America are sworn to protect each other from all forms of criminal prosecution. They have obligated themselves to commit perjury for crimes including murder and treason in the upper degrees promoting subversive activity throughout North America. These things are elaborated upon in our free print ready manual The Court System And Freemasonry which provides the actual oaths Masons swear in their obligations. In this manual I gave an example of a federal employee who killed a woman after driving through a stop sign while drunk. As a Mason he had federal authority working with the police for protection from prosecution. It didn’t even get to court despite certain complications involving the daughter in the car he broadsided who survived. To take care of this complication blood money was paid to circumvent a situation that may have brought Masonic implication into public perception. The payment of blood money comes from the ancient practice of blood atonement used in the Middle East where money is paid to the victims family members to obtain an
absolution of responsibility involving negligent death. This system utilizing federal resources is used across Canada purchasing silence with blood money to the victims of crime when Masonic implication cannot be hidden by other means. The frequency of federal crime in which blood money is paid cannot be known without cooperation from Federal Grand Lodge authority with their police and military personnel under obligation to commit perjury in all matters related to its criminal activities. Imagine trying to obtain cooperation when your Prime Minister or President takes orders from Grand Lodge authority. Rather than cooperation retaliation for challenge to its authority would be anticipated as a warning to those who might expose organized crime in Canada or any other nation from these criminal sources.

In relation to federal crime I will provide one additional example. Another federal employee, a Mason, had a daughter working in federal corrections. In a romantic dispute she abducted her rival. Despite the need for police intervention to free the kidnap victim there were no sanctions effecting her federal employment. A few years went by and this same woman while driving drunk in the middle of the day killed an old lady in a crosswalk. Again no sanctions effect her federal employment. In just two examples of federal criminality we see mothers and grandmothers being killed by Masons and their family members protected by federal Masonic authority. We see criminal corruption operating unopposed within the federal government of Canada when even those with moral convictions are too afraid to speak out. These are the things the Conservative government came to power promising to eradicate. As of yet I have not seen any demonstration to do so when not even one MP has stepped forward to expose criminal corruption even though deaths are involved.

Challenging Masonic corruption in Canada does of course involve concern for retaliation effecting political careers. In addition to the judicial, police and military considerations Masonic lodges are strategically chartered in every electoral riding to manipulate political affairs effecting election results. This is what kept the Liberals in power despite blatant corruption until the public responded to Liberal arrogance. When a Liberal party member could publicly call the President of America a moron without party sanction the Canadian public was becoming humiliated by escalating Liberal arrogance. While we may not always agree with American policy finding it irresponsible at times we express our concerns as a so-called democratic nation using internationally prescribed protocol. Public display of Liberal arrogance was causing considerable international embarrassment with many issues. Despite these issues and the disagreements our relationship with America remains committed. Fortunately or unfortunately there are audacious people on both sides of the border who embarrass both of our nations. Our present Prime Minister whether we agree or disagree with Conservative policy represents the people of Canada in a professional manner refreshing for all of us despite the corruption in our nation.

Victimization in Canada has always been directed towards those unable to defend themselves when the corporate interests of the Masonic elite are involved. Using the province of British Columbia as a provincial or state model we can see how corporate demands on social resources can reach critical proportion effecting the lives of people. Having come to power with a commanding majority in the Legislative Assembly the Liberal party of British Columbia has been able to dictate its corporate agenda as was never before possible. Within a few short years publicly owned utilities and assets had either been sold or given away. Police investigation of scandal is having no impact
involving criminal activity while the Masonic corporate elite occupies the provincial, and federal political structures of Canada. Catering to corporate manipulation funding to health care has been slashed with hospital units closed as acute care patients die waiting for medical care. Corporate cruelty reflecting Masonic corruption is seen when elderly couples are separated in their retirement care facilities deprived of their remaining years and the companionship that had been keeping them alive. This death and suffering involving the elderly continues to be a disgrace in our nation. Despite these levels of cruelty it gets worse. Funds needed to assist special needs children slashed. Funds needed to assist sexually exploited children facing difficulties including suicide denied. Childcare services protecting children slashed despite the rise of negligent child death under government care. Although British Columbia has a booming economy corporate manipulation has created wealth for itself without regard for those who suffer and die.

This provincial model is used to demonstrate social restructuring involving corruption influencing provincial, state and federal levels of government. The elimination of social resources due to the corruption within Canada makes it possible to divert funds to organized crime when our political elite are directly or indirectly involved by their silence. In relation to Freemasonry we can think of a gang mentality involving extortion operating through the corporate elite. On the one hand we see Masonic affiliations advertising their charitable outreach to children creating revenue for themselves while in reality children suffer and die through its corporate manipulation. It’s like the Hells Angels with their teddy bear run to create a public image while their criminal activities including drug trafficking destroys the lives of children effected by addiction and criminally related matters. Both organizations whether affiliated or not are detrimental to the welfare of people and nations. We are left to conclude that it’s only by collaboration with political members involved in organized crime that these organizations are able to exist victimizing every member of society. These are things that define Canada as a corrupt nation. Further details of this corruption effecting society is provided in Freemasonry: Influence Peddler’s of the World.

To understand how those in political and corporate authority can disregard the suffering of those victimized by organized corruption you need to understand some of the characteristics internalized in Masonic affiliation. Earlier we noted how Masons when they’re seeking “more light” with each degree opened themselves up to compounding levels of Luciferian influence, which in reality had satanic implication. Adding to this they participate in vile oaths and rituals designed to create greater affinity with darkness. Jeremiah Films offers the video production Freemasonry: From Darkness To Light produced in Canada in which former Masons, former witches and former Satanists compare their oaths and rituals. Through these comparisons we are faced with the reality that Masonic oaths and rituals are interchangeable with both witchcraft and Satanism. Typical Masons have no concept that they give themselves over to these compounding levels of darkness along with a corresponding level of depravity by seeking “more light” with each degree. When Masons are caught in criminal activity they generally exhibit anger that anyone would dare challenge their ethics. Affinity with darkness perpetuates this arrogance Canada has seen in so many of our political leaders. In addition to rituals of witchcraft Masons are indoctrinated to believe that anyone outside of their Masonic Craft is of the “profane”. Can you imagine political leaders who think of the Canadian public as being nothing more than profane. These are things Masons are taught and internalize as part of their Masonic indoctrination. In our article Witnessing To Masons various aspects of Masonic indoctrination are touched
upon as a source of anger prevalent in Masons. Bill Schnobelen a former high ranking
Mason and Satanist provides details concerning the satanic implications of Masonic

Masonic indoctrination with its satanic implication makes it possible for the Masonic
corporate and political to become immune to the suffering and death they perpetuate.
This helps us to understand how Masonic affiliation operating in our political and
corporate elite initiates victimization through organized corruption. When you think of
Satanism and satanic ritual abuse you can relate this to the powers of darkness
operating in a Satanist. When you apply these same powers of darkness to Masonic
rituals the satanic implications helps us to understand victimization in our nation
protected by Masonically affiliated political leaders. When Masonic authorities make
elaborate claims of helping children this is only an illusion for the benefit of the lower
degree Masons and for community status. When children are defined as being profane
withholding services to special needs children and sexually exploited children is
consistent with satanic indoctrination. The cruelty and disregard for life from our
political and corporate elite certainly parallels what we would expect from those involved
in Satanism. Scripture tells us that their conscience has been seared as with a hot iron.
Using this definition in thinking of a Satanist as someone without a conscience we can
apply this same criteria to the Masonically affiliated corporate and political elite in any
nation. This also explains the Canadian standard of morality from years of Masonic
patronage and political appointment.

In relation to calculating child abuse in Canada we need to explore factors and solutions
if the reduction of such is more than a political promise. One of the areas influencing
child abuse involves Masonic judges influenced by their affiliation with a satanically
inspired organization. How many of these judges promote child abuse from deviant
sexual orientation inspired by their rituals and obligations? How many of these judges
have given themselves over to satanic realms of darkness supporting lodge members
involved in satanic ritual abuse? These kinds of questions help us to explore factors
contributing to child abuse in Canada and America. We have to ask how Masonically
affiliated judges who view children as being profane can be entrusted to administer
justice on behalf of children let alone anyone else. When judges are obligated to
protect and rule in favor of their Masonic brethren they’re engaged in criminal activity
subject to criminal prosecution. How many of these judges in this criminal capacity rule
in favor of brother Masons involved in pornography or those who are pedophiles? How
many of these Masons escape conviction free to repeat their crimes against children
and others? We know that when Masons are charged with any criminal offence they
seek out judges through their fraternal connections who are obligated to protect them
even though this escalates child abuse in both Canada and America. In relation to this,
under definition of the *Criminal Code*, these judges are complicit to the crimes they
make themselves accessory to as defined by the Criminal Code. When we know that
the public would not tolerate such blatant crime we must ask our political leaders who
profess moral standards why they are willing to do so.

In exploring these contributing factors we have to be careful not to paint Masonic judges
with too broad a brush regarding sexual deviancy and child abuse. Their obligation to
protect Masonic brethren is an issue that may or may not be a factor in child abuse. We
have to recognize those Masonic judges deceived by Freemasonry the same as most
Masons who are morally oriented people despite Masonic compromise. While certainly
effected by their Masonic obligations in a conspiratorial context they do however abide by socially appropriate standards of morality. Unfortunately we are unable to provide any statistics regarding those judges who are deceived and those who have chosen to serve darkness where child abuse including satanic ritual abuse is promoted. Obtaining any reliable figures would be questionable with Masonic manipulation involved. Even in England with their laws Masonic judges have generally refused to cooperate creating non-compliance and enforcement issues. Backed up by Masonic political power Freemasonry in England has demonstrated its ability to operate above the law. In dealing with Freemasonry in Canada we need to anticipate these same confrontational issues and would have to consider the lessons learned from England’s experience. There are of course reasons why Masonic authorities have chosen to be non-compliant. Should statistics regarding the prevalence of child abuse through the judicial system become known those morally oriented Masons would be confronted with some harsh and challenging realities regarding their Masonic affiliation. Additionally, the public would be alerted to satanic implications regarding their judicial systems refusing to allow our political leaders to tolerate its existence as a subversive criminal organization victimizing society. Faced with these realities it’s estimated that 90% of all Masons would renounce their affiliation with a satanically inspired organization they could actually see in a statistical manner. This is one of the major reasons Masonic authorities keep secrets from its own members. Freemasonry would virtually collapse overnight if it were publicly exposed and if Masons understood their allegiance to darkness.

Although Freemasonry has an illusion of invincibility it has been beaten back on numerous occasions when various European governments took action. Even today there are two notable forces operating within Freemasonry to greatly curtail its ambitions. When we look to America there is a substantial group of Masons who although indoctrinated into darkness retain some discernment between right and wrong. This is a group that’s difficult to induce into blatant criminality or treasonable conduct. With whatever might be said about the corruption they have allowed into their lives they remain true American patriots despite compromise and questionable effectiveness in being able to defend the American Constitution. It would probably be fair to say that their ability to do so has been neutralized. Unfortunately when lower degree Masons allow themselves to become obligated to Freemasonry they can be easily manipulated into supporting hidden agendas they would normally reject in their patriotic allegiance to America. The other group continuing in the tradition of George Washington noted in our article George Washington And Freemasonry has infiltrated the secret societies allowing them to intercept plans effecting America. This group loyal to America reports on plans to defend America from becoming a Masonically controlled dictatorship as seen in South America. We know for many of these American patriots this is a difficult assignment. Even George Washington himself could not maintain a physical presence in the lodge allowing instead for others to take his place. It was during the Nixon administration that the secret societies attempted to circumvent the American Constitution through military force in an attempt to re-write the American Constitution. In Freemasonry On Trial, Part 1 pages 26 - 34 and Part 2 pages 20 - 29 William Still provides a glimpse into this part of American history largely suppressed from public knowledge. Through his research we know that Americans defending the Constitution used their military powers to force subversive elements into submission narrowly avoiding a civil war. This is only one instance in American history when Masonic forces were beaten back. It’s important to recognize that democratic nations will respond to
Freemasonry as seen in America, England and now in the Ukraine. Opposition to Freemasonry in the Ukraine through a Bill by MP Taras Chornovil is expanded upon in our article [Freemasonry: Influence Peddler’s of the World](#). As we note various instances in which Freemasonry has been beaten back we should recognize that exposing Masonic corruption with public assistance will force corruption into submission. It’s said that evil cannot exist when exposed to light. Regarding the light Masons receive from Lucifer, Scripture confirms that victory over darkness has already been established. All that is required for those who are fearful is for them to step forward to claim that victory and recognized that fear is a tool used by the enemy.

There will be those offended that Freemasonry with its satanic implications could be exposed to public inspection so Masons themselves can see realities withheld from them by Masonic authorities. Secrecy, especially to its own members is one aspect of its power used to help spread fear enabling the Masonic elite to maintain power. This can only occur when there are those intimidated into silence afraid of its power. Once this has happened our guardians of justice who would speak out and resist corruption become complicit through their silence. Most of us simply take a defensive position with a variety of reasons as to why the aspect of complicity is not true. Some of us hear a small voice saying otherwise with truth unable to deny waiting for a time to overcome our fear. While we may compromise to avoid challenges to our social positions and worldly possessions we’re confronted with truth challenging the values we incorporate for ourselves and for our nation. When an entire nation remains silent due to fear it signals submission to the powers of darkness. As a result Canada has reaped ramped immorality tolerating child abuse including the sexual exploitation of children while denying assistance for their needs. Meanwhile the Masonic corporate and political elite becomes wealthy diverting social resources to themselves. Politicians acknowledge the needs of those being victimized with political promises while nothing changes except escalating child abuse and growing immorally. There will be those angered by such a harsh assessment regarding Canada, however, as long as there are children in our nation calling out for help this indictment on Canadian morality has not reached those who’ll respond. If we continue to remain silent we send a message that our political leaders have chosen to either serve or yield to the powers of darkness operating through Freemasonry. In Canada’s global affairs this has not gone unnoticed.

In Canada, as of yet, there has not been a single MP willing to publicly renounce Masonic corruption despite being aware of its criminal activities. We are however blessed to have a group of MP’s praying for God’s mercy over our nation asking for His wisdom and guidance in their political endeavors. They represent hope for those seeking moral standards in our nation. Without their intercession the ramped immorality we experience would escalate into unrestrained depravity seen in nations where the God of Scripture has been rejected for the god of Freemasonry. Our nation would reflect the depravity in the Masonically dominated dictatorships of South America where street children are simply shot by police responding to their social needs. These MP’s interceding for our nation have set a barrier against a total onslaught of the Masonic depravity we would otherwise experience. Their dedication must not be minimized or taken lightly by any of us. They are the ones God responds to with His mercy over our nation and to those in America interceding on behalf of their nation. In relation to the depth of darkness in Canada regarding the Masonic political and corporate elite they are an obstacle to plans that would destroy our nation. As a minority group facing the powers of darkness they recognize their vulnerability within the political landscape.
Seeking to remain intact as a viable presence in Canada they push back darkness as best they can without drawing too much opposition from those who would respond with organized retaliation. While we should recognize their sacrificial service and God’s mercy as a result of their political presence I disagree with their silence in regard to Freemasonry. Although a survival response to maintain a political presence it ultimately signals submission. Silence to avoid political suicide is a reality every MP faces in choosing to expose or ignore Masonic crime and corruption. Reaching beyond a political career every facet of their lives can be effected including private matters related to the welfare of families and the ability to provide financial security for their families. These are threats and considerations every MP has to face in relation to his political career and his family. However, there are other things for each of our MP’s to consider including His sacrifice without compromise even unto death. This is an ultimate sacrifice that may or may not be a factor in exposing Freemasonry although there are those who have paid this price in doing so. It’s part of the reality in challenging the powers of darkness each of us is required to calculate. With families to protect and provide for He will only ask for that which we are in a position to offer.

In His plan and purpose for Canada it’s reasonable to believe He has prepared one of our MPs to step forward to claim the privilege of being the first. In 10 years or so who will remember the names of our past MP’s. The first MP to renounce Freemasonry in Canada, his name will be remembered. A Canadian patriot willing to endure both trial and tribulation challenging the political powers of darkness in Canada. He will be known around the world with those in Britain and the Ukraine. Who would have thought that Taras Chornovil an obscure MP from the Ukraine would now be known around the world with a prominent place in the history of his nation. With a Bill before the Ukrainian Parliament to attach Freemasonry to their Criminal Code he is asking for prison terms in dealing with Masonic crime. Whether or not his Bill succeeds he has delivered a message that is unwilling to compromise with darkness. One of our Canadian MPs will have the privilege to be named with those like Taras Chornovil. Greater than all of this, to be approved by God in His plan for Canada. Being fearful is neither an issue nor an excuse. In Scripture God shows us how He takes the humble and fearful servant making each of them an example of what He can do through those willing to be called. Although persecution predictably waits our first MP to step forward challenging darkness he claims the immediate distinction of having been prepared and called to do so. His immediate legacy shared by family members and his community having distinction within our nation and around the world. A legacy to share with children and grandchildren. To have been the voice heard by those deceived into darkness who were able to receive the truth to be set free is no small service before God. It’s important that our first MP who steps forward not only recognizes his role to expose organized Masonic crime but also his role for Masons in bondage to the god of Freemasonry and the power of darkness.

Although Freemasonry is a powerful force it’s only as powerful as the silence that allows it to exist. When Scripture tells us to expose darkness Canada has instead chosen silence. With prophetic words spoken over Canada and America we join with our MPs interceding for Canada in waiting for God’s hand to move over both of our nations. If there is not a single MP willing to step forward to expose darkness who are they waiting for to do what they themselves are unwilling to do? When silence is negotiated for appeasement with darkness the results are always the same. The first to suffer are the
elderly and children unable to speak for themselves when there are no voices in Canada to defend them.

Regarding the powers of darkness behind Freemasonry it’s important to be committed and willing to be called. In the event that God hasn’t found one of our MP’s willing to be called I will be available as an independent candidate in the next federal election as an alternative. I should not ask or expect of anyone what I’m not willing to do. Relying on the political expertise of seasoned MPs to perform a political role my focus will be towards a Private Members Bill to attach Freemasonry and all other secret societies to the Criminal Code of Canada. Just as Taras Chornovil has delivered a message to his nation shared around the world, Canada will send that same message. Whether the Bill succeeds or is stalled it will end Canadian silence. The existence of this Bill will be a message used to help set Masons free from bondage and to encourage others to step forward to defend justice in their nations. The draft proposals for this Private Members Bill will include attachment to the Criminal Code without the criminal prosecution of members except where crime is identified. However, the principle of the Bill will be to exclude Masons from holding any public office where they can manipulate justice, social services or financial matters to their exclusive benefit. The Bill in this regard will be designed to protect Canadians from both organized corruption and organized crime. With the opportunity to consult with those in England and the Ukraine I would strive towards a Bill avoiding the problems experienced in England. Ultimately, it must be a Bill that guarantees justice for every member of our nation and for Canada to become known as a nation-walking upright among all the nations in our world. A legacy Canada and America could achieve through those who intercede on behalf of both of our nations.